
CROCHET PATTERN

Heartfelt
Sweater

Design: Hookloopsarah | Hobbii Design
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MATERIALS
Friends Wool
1 (2, 2, 3) skein(s) of col 02
1 (1, 2, 2) skein(s) of col 49
1 (2, 2, 2) skein(s) of col 117
1 (2, 3, 3) skein(s) of col 57
1 (2, 2, 2) skein(s) of col 50
1 (1, 2, 3) skein(s) of col 47
1 (1, 2, 2) skein(s) of col 07
1 (2, 2, 3) skein(s) of col 44
1 (2, 2, 3) skein(s) of col 10
1 (1, 2, 3) skein(s) of col 52

Crochet hook 5 mm (US H/8)
Stitch markers

YARN QUALITY
Friends Wool, Hobbii

100 % Wool
50 g (1.75 oz) = 100 m (109 yds)

GAUGE
10 cm x 10 cm (4” x 4”) = 13 sts x 8 rows in dc

SIZE
S (M, L, XL)

MEASUREMENTS
Neckline: 30 cm / 11.8” (same for all sizes)
Width: 45 (48, 51, 54) cm / 17.7” (18.8”, 20”, 21.3”)
Length: 49 (51, 53, 55) cm / 19.3” (20”, 20.9”, 21.7”)
Sleeves: about 30 cm / 11.8” (same for all sizes)

PATTERN INFORMATION
This lovely crochet jumper is worked
top-down using an easy, Moroccan-looking
heart pattern. The rosy colours, combined
with neutral shades, provide further
sweetness to the top. The shape is cropped
with drop-shoulders. It is possible to adjust
the length of the sweater and the sleeves to
your own taste. The pattern contains
detail-photos of the different techniques
used and is suitable for the intermediate
crocheter.

HASHTAGS FOR SOCIAL MEDIA
#hobbiiheartfelt
#hobbiidesign

BUY THE YARN HERE
https://shop.hobbii.com/heartfelt-sweater

QUESTIONS
If you have any questions regarding this pattern, please feel free
to email us at support@hobbii.com
Please make sure to include the pattern's name and number.

Happy Crafting!
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Pattern

ABBREVIATIONS
ch = chain
ss = slip stitch
sc = single crochet
dc = double crochet
FPdc = Front Post double crochet
BPdc = Back Post double crochet
begFPdc = beginning FPdc = ch1, then make a FPdc around dc of previous R
col = colour
st(s) = stitch(es)
beg = beginning
sp = space
cl = cluster
R = ROUND

INFO AND TIPS
The sweater is worked top-down, with a special double increase method. The neckline is wide,
almost wrapping the shoulders (or covering one shoulder only), worked in rounds of dc. The
heart pattern starts on Round 5. The colours are combined as follows:

Col 02 with col 49
Col 117 with col 57
Col 50 with col 47
Col 07 with col 44
Col 10 with col 52

The bottom of both sweater and sleeves is worked in a ribbed motif.
The length of both sweater and sleeves can be easily adjusted to your own taste.

BODY
With yarn in col 02, ch 84. Close the chain into a ring.
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Place a st marker in chain 1, one in chain 84, then one in chain 42 and one in chain 43: these
are the sts where the increases will take place.
ROUND1. Ch3 (counts as 1 dc), 2 dc in first chain, 40 dc, 3 dc in 42nd chain, 3 dc in 43rd chain,
40 dc, 3 dc in 84th chain (92 sts). Ss in 3rd chain of beginning 3.
R2. Ch3, 2 dc in first st, 44 dc, (3 dc in next st)x2, 44 dc, 3 dc in last st (100 sts). Ss in 3rd ch of
beg 3.
R3. Ch3, 2 dc in first st, 48 dc, (3 dc in next st)x2, 48 dc, 3 dc in last st (108 sts). Ss in 3rd ch of
beg 3.
R4. Ch3, then dc around (108 sts). Ss with col 49 in 3rd ch of beg 3. Place a st marker in the
55th st. Leave col 02 attached (hanging).
R5. Inc = (ch3, 2 dc, ch3, 3 dc) in same st (first st). Then *ch3, skip 5 sts below, cluster of 7 dc
in next st. Repeat * x8. Ch3 and Inc in marked st (3 dc, ch3, 3 dc). Then *ch3, skip 5 sts
below, cluster of 7 dc in next st. Repeat * x8. Ss in 3rd ch of beg 3 (Photo 1). Move with 3 ss to
the ch3-sp; close last ss with col 02, leaving col 49 hanging.

Photo 1 (done in different clrs)

R6. (Ch1, sc, ch3, sc) in ch3-sp of Inc corner. Then ch3, skip cl of 3 dc in R5 and skip 1 dc in
R4, *dc in next st, ch1, skip 1 dc (R4), dc in next st ( the dcs are worked over the ch3 of R5),
ch2, sc in 4th dc of cl of 7 (R5), ch2. Repeat * x9. Ch1 (add a ch to the 2 just made). Then (sc,
ch3, sc) in ch3-sp of Inc corner. Ch3, skip cl of 3 dc in R5 and skip 1 dc in R4, repeat * x9. Ch1
(add a ch to the 2 just made) and ss in beg st. Move with a ss into the ch3-sp, closing the st
with col 49.
R7. Inc = (ch3, 2 dc, ch3, 3 dc) in ch3-sp, then ch3, *cl of 7 dc between next 2 dc of R6, ch3.
Repeat * until next Inc corner. Work an Inc in the corner = (3 dc, ch3, 3 dc). Then ch3 and
repeat * until end of round. Ss in 3rd ch of beg 3. Move with 3 ss to the ch3-sp; close last ss
with col 02.
R8. (Ch1, sc, ch3, sc) in ch3-sp. Ch3, then (dc, ch1, dc) into ch3-sp of R6. Ch2, *sc in 4th dc of
7dc-cl, ch2, dc in ch2-sp of R6, ch1, skip sc of R6, dc in next ch2-sp of R6. Repeat * x7, then
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(dc, ch1, dc) into ch3-sp of R6 (Photo 2), ch3, Inc = sc, ch3, sc. Repeat the given pattern until
end of round. Ss into beg st. move with a ss into ch3-sp. Close the st with col 49.

Photo 2

R9. Repeat R7. Change to col 02 at end of round.
R10. Repeat R8. Change to col 49 at end of round.

Continue with the pattern until you reach your size, i.e. your bust width + both arms (Photo 3
and Chart1).

Photo 3

Chart 1 shows standard measures:

cm inch Stop
Increasing

Close
YokeBust Arms TTL Bust Arms TTL

S 45 14 59 17.7" 5.5" 23.2" R11 R25

M 48 15,5 63,5 18.8" 6.1" 24.9" R13 R27

L 51 16,5 67,5 20" 6.5" 26.5" R15 R27/29

XL 54 18 72 21.3" 7.1" 28.4" R17 R29

Chart 1
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The sweater will rapidly grow in width, so you will need to stop increasing before you close
the yoke. Please consider the following:

● The measures and directions given in Chart 1 are indicative: try on the piece as you work
and stop increasing/close the yoke when it is most comfortable for you;

● Change the pair of colours after 7 rounds. So, for example, at the end of R11 you should
change to col 117 and alternate this with col 57, and so on;

● When you decide to stop increasing, consider the Inc corner as a 7 dc-cl and simply work
a sc in the ch3-sp(es), Photo 4. Continue to work in rounds with no more increases,
changing yarn colour in pairs as described;

Photo 4

CLOSING THE YOKE: when you have reached the desired size, place st markers that join the
front and back of the sweater, closing the yoke temporarily (Photo 5). Make sure that the last
worked round is the one with the 7 dc-clusters in rosy colours and place the st markers on
the corresponding mid dc of a cl, on front and back.

Photo 5
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On the following round – done in the neutral shade of the pair – work the pattern around as
usual; when you reach the marked sts, join them together with a dc, preceded and followed
by a ch2 (Photo 6).

Photo 6

The next round – done in rosy colours – work a ch3 over the dc that closed the yoke; then,
on the following round, work as shown in Photo 7:

Photo 7

Keep on working in rounds with no more increases, following the pattern and alternating
pairs of colours, changing yarn as described, for about 20 (22, 24, 26) cm / 7.9” (8.6”, 9.4”,
10.2”). The last round should be worked in the neutral shade of the pair.
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● Fitting tip: if you don’t want the sweater to go down straight, but you’d rather want it to
be wider around your belly, add corner Increases for one or two rounds, just after closing
the yoke (see Photo 7, just above the joining). To do so, follow the Increase pattern of the
beg rounds. When you stop increasing, proceed like before (Photo 4).

BOTTOM RIBBING
With col 10 beige, work the ribbing as follows:
R1 of ribbing: ch3, then dc around. Space out sts regularly, working st on st/ch. Ss in beg st.

VARIATION 1 – Straight ribbing: make sure you have worked a number of dc around
that’s a multiple of 3, so add or take out sts to obtain that, if necessary.
R2-6. begFPdc, FPdc, BPdc. Then *2 FPdc in next 2 sts, BPdc in next st around.

VARIATION 2 – Decreased ribbing (Photo 8): make sure you have worked a number of
dc around that’s a multiple of 5.
R2. Make a begFPdc around 2 dc together (decrease), FPdc around next 2 dc
(decrease), BPdc. Then *(FPdc around 2 dc) x 2, BPdc around.
R3-6. begFPdc, FPdc, BPdc. Then *2 FPdc in next 2 sts, BPdc in next st around.

Photo 8

Fasten off and weave in ends.

SLEEVES (make 2)
Attach yarn in neutral shade (preferably the same you used on the corresponding round of
the torso) nearest to the underarm and resume the pattern around the armhole. At the
underarm, where you joined with a single dc to close the yoke, work a dc on the joining dc,
preceded and followed by a ch5, as shown in Photo 9:
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Photo 9

Work in rounds, with no increases or decreases, following the pattern and alternating pairs
of colours, using the ones of the corresponding rounds on the torso, BUT changing pairs
after 5 rounds instead of 7. Continue for about 25 cm / 9.8”, making sure you finish with a
round in neutral shade.

SLEEVES’ RIBBING
R1-6. Follow the very same instructions you used for the bottom ribbing, choosing the
Straight or Decreased Variation as you prefer.

Fasten off and weave in ends. Done!

Enjoy!
Sarah

HOOKLOOPSARAH
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